CRC Park FAQs

1. **When is the park open?**
The CRC Park is available for rental from May until October.

2. **How many people can the park accommodate?**
The pavilion seats 130 guests, but there is additional space on the grounds for a tent.

3. **Are there restrooms?**
Yes; there are restrooms adjacent to the pavilion.

4. **Is there space for cooking?**
The CRC Park offers a large covered area with a barbeque pit. Additionally, there is a walk-in cooler for food storage.

5. **What do I do when I arrive at the park?**
The tables and chairs will be set up for you. The restroom will be clean and the refrigerator will be turned on. Renters are asked to take all garbage with you at the end of your event and leave the facility in the order in which you found it. Please be sure that all lights are off and all doors are locked.

6. **Is there drinkable water at the park?**
The water at the park is not suitable for drinking or food preparation. Please bring your own water for these purposes.

7. **Where is the park located?**
The CRC Park is located in Ithaca, off of Hanshaw Road.

*continued*
8. **How much will it cost?**
   Pricing starts at $290 and varies depending on the amount of people in attendance. Inquire for discounted rates for groups smaller than 50 people.

9. **Who can rent out the park?**
   Cornell departments or units may rent out the park. Individuals interested in using the facility will need a Cornell employee or staff member to sign for them.
   All events need to use the Cornell Events Registration (formerly UUP) online process.

10. **Who do I contact?**
    Cheryl McGraw, Division of Human Resources.
    130 Day Hall
    (607) 255-7565
    crm54@cornell.edu